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The results of two Works of investigation appear to take us to conclude that the man has 

handled from always a computerized system in which not only takes part the celular 

biochemical system and the brain through the nervous system but also several other aspects. 

The work concludes that we are the best computer of the world. Each human organism counts 

with a “magnetic ferric magnetite system”. This system is present in any tissue, such that 

each cell is immersed in a magnetic field. 

Each magnetite or micro magnetic field is surrounded by liquid cristal (H2O)37 that has the 

faculty to keep memory. Thaks to this cristal screen, it is posible to receive internal and 

external signals. The signals are codified and stored in the brain. 

Trough this magnetic field, the human body acts like a coil that generates pulsating magnetic 

fields, similar to a great satellite dish “working” around the body. The joint of liquid crystals, 

magnetite, cells nand brain cause that we are receptive to any alternative therapy like 

acupunture, bio-magnetics, moxibustion, homeopathy, herbal medicine, etc. The therapy 

allows regulating the eletromagnetic energy, therefore restating the magnetic balance. 

Liquid crystals are an important basis for cellular communication as being intermediate states 

of matter; its properties are dual (Optical Crystals and Fluids) and it follows that they are in 

structure; the only ones who keep memory and are involved in multiple biochemical 

functions; all this leads to liquid crystals define its role in brain structure; extending to the 

brain like a quantum biocomputer ponderable. 

The brain captures internal and external information every millionth of a second through 

electromagnetic networks and Liquid Crystals. 

For these studies proposed the existence of an electromagnetic system information between 

all living beings and intelligent energy of the universe (bio-photon computer) playing an 

important role iron as magnetite. 

Conclusions: All disease begins by a imbalance of the magnetic body. This imbalance can be 

caused by internal factors such as emotions that are tie with the endocrine system as well as 

external factors e.g. very acido r very basic PH produced by gasolina derivatives, radiations 

and other concerigen substances etc. 

The magnetic body is protective of cellular biochemistry, disorder in the magnetic body can 

produce an alteration in cellular biochemistry that if not corrected for any alternative therapy 

can lead to irreversible stance and cell death. The magnetic body water and liquid crystal sets 

the liquid crystal display computer, making the best computer de3l world including the brain 

how hard drive that stores, recode, orders all stimulus interior and exterior. The DNA also 

ordered by the magnetic liquid crystal system. 
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